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The Co-Kinetic Marketing System Blueprint 
for Physical Therapists

Step 1: How Hungry are You For New Clients?

HIGH i HIGH/MEDIUM i MEDIUM i

YES 

LOW i

Full interactive version at https://co-kinetic.com/blueprint

Purpose:  The degree of your need/hunger for new clients will determine which pathway you take.  
Which description fits you best? Click the i icon for more info.

I need them SOON  
ie. next 30 days

I want to start building my 
customer base strongly as soon 

as possible

I’d like to add a few more 
new clients to my monthly 

schedule

The status quo is fine but I’d like 
to be able to ramp things up 

when needed

Decide on your  
Conversion Event

Skip to Step 2

Are you 
going to run a 

Conversion
Event?

i
i

The Co-Kinetic Marketing System: is a package of content 
and technology, built on a proven marketing strategy, which 
is specifically designed to help physical therapists attract 
more clients, and grow their businesses. It is a bit like a fajita 
kit with all the ingredients, cooking utensils and the oven 
included too!

The Blueprint:  has been put together to support 
subscribers using the Co-Kinetic Marketing System. 
However, it also outlines a proven marketing strategy that 
can be used by anyone to win new clients, and it explains 
in practical terms how to implement this strategy, step-by-
step.

Full interactive version at  
https://co-kinetic.com/blueprint

Click the video icon to play the relevant video

Guidance on the number of minutes that specific 
task will take (overestimated for safety!)

Indicates where Co-Kinetic content is provided – 
click on the icon for more details

More information icon – click for details

Link to supporting information or help

Link to further reading or helpful resources

i

Interactive pop-up menu

The desire to grow your business is important. If 
you’re not invested and committed in growing your 
business, then your commitment to promoting it 
won’t be there either.

One of the most common reasons people 
subscribe to our marketing system is because they 
have reached a point where they are ready to take on 
a new therapist. 

People often have enough business for themselves, 
sometimes too much, and the only way they can progress, be 
it to buy themselves some more time or freedom, or make 
a bit more money, is by taking on an additional therapist. 
However, they need to feel confident that they can generate 
that extra business, to be confident of making it work.  

And this is where a system like this is perfect, because it 
can do just that. 

It is a fully flexible system that means you can turn 
it on when you need to, and turn it off when you’ve 
got more than you can cope with.

And it can work for anyone at any level or size of 
business, from a one-man/woman band to big teams. 

But I get the greatest professional satisfaction in working 
with individuals or small teams, because you are the ones that 
this system can have the greatest life-changing effect on.  

You have the greatest pressure to get a bigger bang for 
your buck. Everything you do, has to count. I know, because 
I’ve been there!

So let’s get stuck in…



Import the Pre-Written Mailchimp 
email into your account

NO YES NO 

Have you  
connected your 

Mailchimp account to 
Co-Kinetic?

NO

Purpose:  Nurturing Existing Email Contacts, Developing Relationships, Building Authority

TIME SAVER: We have no affiliation with Mailchimp but we are committed to saving you 
time. Setting up a free Mailchimp account and using our templates is likely to save you at least 
30 minutes a month.

Step 2: Set Up and Send Your Emails

YES NO 

YES 

Full interactive version at https://co-kinetic.com/blueprint

Connect Mailchimp to  
Co-Kinetic

Write a short paragraph of text in the email 
explaining about your conversion event:
n what it is
n when it’s happening
n where it’s taking place 
n  how to sign up (with a link to the sign-up page)

Edit the email text provided to suit  
your brand/personality and:
Step 1. Send (or schedule) the value-added email 
to go out to your existing email database 
Step 2. Set up an automated autoresponder for 
new lead generation sign-ups

Download the Email Text  
and Images.zip file and  

create your email in your 
email software

 Do you  
have a Mailchimp 

account?

Are you running  
a Conversion Event?

i

YES 

Did you set up
 a Mailchimp 

account?

The email nurture activity is one of the most neglected, but 
arguably the most powerful tools in your non-salesy marketing 
armoury. I’m constantly gob-smacked at how few people ever 
bother with this, and yet it’s your bread and butter activity. I’d 
probably go as far as to say that it’s the single most important 
thing you can do each month.

According to the results from my Marketing Grader Email 
Course (which you can access here), only 16% of practitioners 
bother to send their customers non-salesy (ie. informative 
emails) every 4–6 weeks. 

People, this is SOOOOO important. We know first hand 

as therapists that it can take weeks, maybe even months, 
before a patient is ready to book an appointment with us 
because they just haven’t reached their ‘clinical tipping point’ 
yet. Which is exactly why gentle, value-added resources 
and helpful information that can improve the quality of their 
lives, delivered to them via email, can be such a powerful 
relationship and trust builder. 

EVERYONE, with no exception, should be doing this one 
piece of marketing, over and above EVERYTHING else.



NO 

Purpose:  Bring new leads into your business and begin the process of developing these relationships  
[this is the lifeblood (at this stage) of growing your business]

Step 3: Post the Social Media

YES NO 

Schedule your social media 
campaign for posting

Include your Personal Campaign 
URL with every social media post 

in which you offer the lead magnet 
in exchange for collecting email 

addresses

1.  Download the social media from the Social 
Media.zip file in the Campaign Content

2.  Post your social media posts manually using 
your own scheduling tool

1.  Set up your own email 
lead collection page

2.  Set up your own lead 
magnet delivery 
mechanism

Are you using 
Co-Kinetic to post your  

social media?

YES 

Are  
you using the 

Co-Kinetic Lead Collection 
Pages?

TIME SAVER: If you choose to create your own lead collection pages and schedule your own 
social media, it’s Iikely to take you more than 90 minutes longer than using the Co-Kinetic 
platform. This is at least two patient appointments. Be mindful of your time and just make sure 
this extra time delivers a return on investment.

Full interactive version at https://co-kinetic.com/blueprint

Unsurprisingly, the ready-made social media campaigns is the 
section of our System that new subscribers make a beeline 
for when they first sign up. After all it’s the sexy aspect of 
marketing. All they want to do is schedule their first campaign 
and get those posts pumping out onto their social networks.

Unfortunately, too many people believe that marketing 
starts and ends with social media and there is this sort of blind 
faith that social media is the marketing cure-all. The trouble 
is that there is rarely any strategy behind this frenzied social 
media activity. 

Fortunately, my system forces some strategy into the 
equation, because nearly all of our social media posts that 
are posted from within the Co-Kinetic system, link back to a 
high-value piece of content (lead magnet) which can only be 
accessed in exchange for an email address through a landing 
page, which we host for our subscribers. Which means the 

social media is being used to build that customer’s email list 
ready for nurturing (see Step 2) towards a paying client. In 
other words, it’s part of a bigger picture strategy.

But how many of you reading this article, are spending 
precious time posting to your social networks in the hope that 
you’ll pick up a few more page followers or fans, or attract a bit 
more engagement on your posts, with little or no additional 
strategy to your social media activities? And even worse, if 
you’re paying to boost these posts, with the same desired 
outcome, STOP NOW, PLEASE!!! There are so many better 
ways to spend your money. 

That said, social media, particularly if supplemented with 
some paid Facebook advertising, CAN have meaningful 
effects on your business, if done as part of a strategy. Check 
out the link to the Facebook Ads mini video course in the 
Helpful Links, Resources and Articles box on the last page.



NO 

Purpose:  In addition to the digital marketing content we create on your behalf, we also create print-ready 
content for you to print yourself or have professionally printed for local distribution

Step 4: PromoteYour Activities

NO YES 

Focus on generating new email leads using 
the “Lead Generation” Promotional Content

Step 1: Generate sign-ups directly to the 
Conversion Event itself using the relevant 
Promotional Content Theme, ie. Education 
Seminar or Workshop/Practical Assessment

Campaigns Include Promotional Content for Three Themes
1.  Lead Generation (ie. growing your email list)
2. Running an Educational Presentation/Seminar
3. Running a Workshop/Practical Assessment 

For each of those “themes” we create the following print-ready artwork:
1. Posters (sizes A1, A3, A4)
2. Leaflets (A5)
3.  Postcards for people you may have postal addresses for  

but no email  address (A6)
4. Facebook ads
5. Web banner for an email, website or blog

Download the off-the-shelf PowerPoint 
Presentation provided as part of the 
campaign and edit to suit your needs

Remember that ‘marketing’ is just another word for 
‘relationships’. It’s about building trust and utilising your 

skills to increase the quality of life of the people you serve. 
The Co-Kinetic Marketing System aims to give you all the 

tools and resources you need in order to achieve this.
GIVE YOUR CLIENTS A CUSTOMER JOURNEY  

THEY’LL NEVER FORGET

Ideally start a campaign 
between 30–45 days before 
running the Conversion Event:

Step 1: Generate new 
email leads using the Lead 
Generation Promotional 
Material (approx 10–14 days)

Step 2: Generate sign-ups to 
the actual Conversion Event 
using the relevant Promotional 
Content Theme, ie. Education 
Seminar or Workshop/
Practical Assessment (approx 
day 14 onwards)

Are you running 
a Conversion Event?

Does your  
Conversion Event involve  

a Presentation?

YES 

YES NO 

Within 30 days or less?

Full interactive version at https://co-kinetic.com/blueprint



Purpose:  To amplify all the previous activities

Step 5: Power Strategies

NO 

NO YES 

NO YES YES 

There are two big benefits to including blog 
posts on your website:
1. If you include links to your lead magnets in 
your blog posts, you turn your website into a 
24/7 lead generation tool
2. SEO (search engine optimisation) benefits – 
Google loves good content and will reward you 
by making your website more findable if you 
feature it.

This should be one of your next top marketing 
priorities if you aren’t currently able to add new 
blog posts quickly and easily to your site.

As many of you will know by now, very few of 
your Facebook Page followers will see anything 
you post on Facebook. 
I’ve written two articles of relevance on this 
topic:
1. Is Your Facebook Page Officially Dead?
2. Why it’s Impossible to Bombard Your 
Facebook Followers with Too Many Posts

By utilising the targeting offered by Facebook 
ads, you can literally super-charge your 
marketing efforts.

Video is the darling of the internet 
right now. Google and Facebook 
are in a turf war to dominate it, so 
this is a great visibility opportunity.
1. If you don’t already have a 
YouTube channel, it’s easy to start 
one and then keep it fresh by 
adding our new monthly videos.
2. Embed these videos and playlists 
on your website to get extra 
visibility through Google.

Have the campaign 
newsletter printed 
professionally, add your 
branding and distribute 
it locally

Are you able to  
add blog posts to  

your website?

Facebook 
Advertising

Do you have a  
video channel, ie.  

YouTube?

Hopefully I’ve demonstrated that marketing doesn’t have to be a black art, or even hard for that matter. 
And even if you don’t have a subscription to our service, anyone can still follow this same strategy.  

But if you would like more info about how the Co-Kinetic Marketing System can help you grow your 
business, we’d love to help. Just use the buttons above. 

Full interactive version at https://co-kinetic.com/blueprint

For more information
Request more 
info by email

More information 
(web page)

Check if there’s a  
licence available in my area



But this is where the magic 
happens – and it’s a perfect 

strategy for those with a 
healthy hunger to grow their 

business

Every 
therapist 

in business 
should be 

doing, at the  
very least, these 

two levels of 
activity, regardless 
of their hunger for  

new clients

The Co-Kinetic Marketing System in Pictures

Helpful Links, Resources and Articles
Part 1: How to Set Up and Use the  
Co-Kinetic Marketing System and Where 
to Find Your Marketing Content [Article]

Part 2: What’s Included in a Co-Kinetic 
Marketing Campaign and How to Use It to 
Grow Your Business [Article]

Part 3: Step by Step Guide to Using Our 
Marketing Content and Publishing Tools 
[How to Guide]

How to Run Facebook Ads to Supplement 
the Co-Kinetic Marketing Campaigns

A “Ready-To-Go” Marketing Strategy  
for Therapists [Article]

Why nobody ever engages with your Facebook 
posts and why it’s impossible to ‘bombard’  
your page followers

The 10 Biggest Marketing Mistakes and How to 
Avoid Them [Article]

Five Go On a Patient Journey: Practical Lessons 
from the Co-Kinetic Business Growth Day at 
COPA 2018 [Presentation Recordings]

Is Your Facebook Page Officially Dead? [Article]

Full interactive version at https://co-kinetic.com/blueprint


